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New advanced wearable exosuits are capable of restoring function to individuals in the older adult 
population by reducing the metabolic cost of walking and restoring normative biomechanics. An important function 
of these devices is to timely and accurately recognize user intent and optimize the control to provide 
biomechanically appropriate assistance across multimodal task paradigms, especially during balance-impaired 
situations. Key challenges in the wearable robotics control community include generalizing control systems across 
a rich variety of real-world tasks and diverse individuals while simultaneously personalizing control systems to each 
individual’s specific set of biomechanical needs. Our research has focused on data-driven approaches using deep 
learning to tackle these challenges with applications in lower limb wearable robotics. This talk will examine 
approaches for AI-driven personalization of controllers to unique subjects and generalizing controllers across a rich 
variety of real-world tasks. New open-source datasets that we have generated to facilitate research in this area will 
also be briefly discussed.  
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